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WONDERFUL VILLA |  PORTO HELI,  ARGOLIDA, ARGOLIDA
PRICE:  2100000€

REF  no:  5279

 

BARNES GREECE

18,  Kanari  str.,  10674,  Kolonaki,  Athens,  Greece
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WONDERFUL VILLA |  PORTO HELI,  ARGOLIDA, ARGOLIDA
Luxurious villa with a swimming pool and a tennis court only 200m from the beach
in  the  area  of  Porto  Heli.

The  villa  is  constructed  in  three  levels  and  each  level  is  independent.  On the  1st
floor there is a living room with a dining area with wonderful sea views and access
to  the  terrace,  garden and swimming pool.  On  the  same level  there  is  a  fully-
equipped kitchen,  a  W.C.  and the master  bedroom with  its  en-suite  bathroom and
access  to  the  garden.

On the  ground floor  there  is  an  additional  fully  equipped kitchen,  an  en-suite
bedroom,  and 3  more  bedrooms that  share  a  large  bathroom.  There  is  also  a
laundry  room.

Additionally,  there  is  an  independent  studio  with  a  bathroom and a  lovely  garden
view.

Outdoors,  there  is  a  swimming pool,  a  tennis  court,  a  BBQ with  a  lovely  outdoor
dining  area,  a  tennis  court  and  underground parking.

A  beautiful  villa  with  a  wonderful  view in  the  popular  area  of  Porto  Heli.

 

PLOT:  7000 m2

BUILDING AREA:  374 m2

LEVELS:  3
BEDROOMS:  6

 

Sea  view
Swimming pool
Underground parking
Walking  distance  to  the  beach
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This  property  is  presented  by

Mrs.  Marika  Dimitriadou
+30 6977 444 880

m.dimitriadou@barnes-international.com

BARNES GREECE
18,  Kanari  str

10674,  Kolonaki
ATHENS,  GREECE

E-MAIL:  greece@barnes–international.com
TEL.:  +30 210 36  40  100,  +30 210 36  40  108

FAX.:  +30 210 36  40  106

VIEW THIS  PROPERTY ON OUR WEBSITE
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